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Abstract. This paper presents the closed form solution of the synchronous 
machine transients undergoing short circuit. That analytic formulation has been 
derived based on linearity and balanced conditions of the fault. Even though 
restrictive, the proposed method will serve somehow or other as a new resource 
for EMTP productivity. Indisputably superior, the closed-form formulation has 
some features inimitable by discretization such as continuity, accuracy and 
absolute numerical stability.   Moreover, it enables us to calculate states at one 
specific instant independent of previous states or a snapshot, which any 
discretization methods cannot do. 
Keywords: closed form solution; dq-domain model; short circuit transients; state space 
formulation; superposition; synchronous machine. 
1 Introduction 
The solution of differential equations of the power system components, such as 
machines, transformers, reactors and lines, in electromagnetic transient or 
transient stability programs has been so far based on numerical discretization 
[1,2-11]. The fact that many power system components have nonlinear, time 
varying, frequency dependent or distributed parameters seems to be the reason. 
However, depending on the time scale and thus frequency bandwith involved, 
the models may be ranging from a highly detailed one that  includes frequency 
dependent and/or time delay parameter as found in traveling wave phenomena 
in a long transmission line up to a simple power frequency lumped parameter 
one as found in the study of short circuit transients in machines.  This paper 
focuses on the latter.  
The solution approach almost common to nowadays electromagnetic transients 
program is based on Dommel multi nodal method [2]. In this approach each 
lumped parameter is discretized individually, using trapezoidal rule [1], to 
create a linear relation between current and voltage at a given time t plus a 
known constant representing historical current/voltage at the time t-∆t. The set 
of all components current/voltage linear relations are assembled, according to 
Kirchoff law, in one nodal matrix equation, preferably in conductance form as it 
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offers sparsity that can be benefitted to save space and to speed up calculation. 
The resulting system of linear equations is solved for all nodal voltages at time 
t. That procedure is iterated at every time step up to the end of simulation.   
When all components are linear, the resulting nodal conductance matrix needs 
to be asssembled and decomposed only once at the initial stage. The situation is 
different for nonlinear component where the coefficient of the linearized current 
and voltage relation may change from one time step to another. Therefore, in 
order not to rebuild and refactor the conductance matrix at every time step, each 
nonlinear component is represented separately as a current source using 
compensation theory [3].  
The most time consuming part in the discretization based method is the 
obligation to solve the resulting system of linear equations, with a computation 
time that may grow from at best as O(b), where b is  the number of network 
branches, up to the worst as O(n
3
), where n is the number of nodes, at each time 
step. When the time step chosen is too small for better accuracy and stability, 
the total computation time may be unfeasibly very long. This is the main reason 
why the discretization based method so far has been unable to solve 
electromagnetic transients in a power system of real size within reasonable time.    
According to Sianipar [12], in power system with linear network and 
independent sources, an exact solution to short circuit transients can be obtained 
using superposition theory.  It was shown that the procedure to find a partial 
solution for each source working alone in the network one at a time can be 
made efficient using a two-port equivalent concept. In it the network is reduced 
to equivalent impedance as seen by a source working alone, with other sources 
zeroed, in the faulted network. However, the source model used was too simple 
that is an EMF behind an impedance so that the result may not be sufficiently 
accurate to simulate the real phenomenon.  In this paper, as a representative, a 
synchronous machine, which is the most complex among sources, is to be 
modeled in details describing all stator and rotor windings transients.  As an 
independent and important topic, this paper is dedicated solely to the solution of 
the short circuit transients in the single machine, while extension to the multi 
machines case will be reported in a companion paper.   
The modeling of a synchronous machine in the electro- magnetic transients 
program has been developing for quite a long time. Offering simplicity, the dq-
domain modeling has been dominating the electromagnetic transients program 
[1-3,5] or EMTP up to the recent challenges from phase-domain modeling [6-
9].  Even there was a claim of its incorrectness in unbalanced case [6] that had 
boldly been refuted in [4,10]. Creating time varying parameters, phase-domain 
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modeling turns out to be more complicated and omits for good the possibility of 
analytic solution as presented in this paper. 
The main contribution of this paper is the derivation of the closed form solution, 
abbreviated to CS, to synchronous machine differential equations. A closed 
form solution of the short circuit transients in a machine will open the 
possibility of calculating the machine states at one particular instant or a 
snapshot. In some applications, like short circuit study for determining circuit 
breaker capacity or for relays coordination, this specific CS feature is very 
welcome as it offers fast calculation even system wisely. There is no more need 
for the time-consuming calculation of the previous consecutive states as in the 
discretization based method. Even in a continuous simulation the proposed 
method has a clear advantage in faster calculation speeds and more accurate 
results. Besides, it resolves definitely the numerical stability problem. 
This closed form solution as shown in this paper is derivable as long as we are 
limiting the problem to linear and balanced conditions. The linearity assumption 
will give conservative results because nonlinearity such as saturation almost 
invariably tends to increase damping [5,7]. In some applications like 
determining circuit-breaker interrupting capacity, slightly conservative result is 
preferable to faithful but hard-earned one. The inclusion of non linearity and 
unbalanced conditions are to be left for future. 
2 The Formulation  
2.1 Synchronous Machine In Dq-Domain Modeling 
By following motor convention and q-axis leading d-axis by 90º, the differential 
and algebraic equations governing the relationship of the machine terminal 
voltages, currents and flux linkages in dq-domain model can be written as 
follows  
 viRψΩ ψ p  (1) 
 iLψ   (2) 
where 
   tkghfqd  0ψ  (3) 
   tkghfqd vvvvvvv 0v  (4) 
   tkghfqd iiiiiii 0i  (5) 
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   tdq 00000 ψΩ  (6) 
Note : Ω is a 7 by 7 matrix of zero entries except: 
   2,11,2 ΩΩ  
 R = Diag[ Ra   Ra   Ra   Rf   Rh   Rg   Rk ] (7) 
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Here we don’t represent the dynamic of the mechanical part because its time 
constant is very much larger than the electromagnetic time constants.  
With linearity assumption of the flux linkage and current relationship we can 
rewrite (1) as: 
   viRLΩiL  p  (9) 
where p is a differential operator. 
Symbols in bold signify vector or matrix. The following symbols  , v , i  stand 
for flux linkage, voltage and current and R and L for resistance and inductance, 
respectively. Subscripts f and h stand for the field and d-axis damper windings 
while subscripts g and h stand for the eddy current and q-axis damper windings 
respectively.  
In this paper, we limit the problem to the balanced fault case. In dq-domain 
either the resistance or the inductance matrix of the fault is diagonal. Therefore, 
without losing generality, we can write them as follows 
  )( fo
f
q
f
d RRRDiag
fR  and )( fo
f
q
f
d LLLDiag
fL   
Since the d- or q- or o-axis currents in the machine and the fault are respectively 
the same but of opposite reference directions, then, the relationship between 
terminal voltages and currents in the fault can be written as 
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 fs
f
s piLiRv
ff s     (10)  
where   toqds vvvv  and   toqds iiii . 
In the rotor all damper windings are shorted and the field winding is energized 
by a dc source Ef , then, the rotor voltage vector can be written as  
                 000fr Ev  (11) 
The subscripts s and r in (10) and (11) designate stator and rotor sub-vectors. 
2.2  Composition of Fault and Machine                 
In order to be able to solve (9) in a closed form we need to remove all time 
dependent components from vector v . Those components as shown in (10) are 
present only on stator side. How can that condition be achieved? A simple way 
out: we need only to assume that the resistances and inductances of the fault as 
an integral part of the machine. In fact, electrically they are indeed, as they can 
be taken as part of the stator resistances and stator leakage inductances. By 
joining the fault resistances and inductances to their respective machine 
resistances and inductances to create composite resistances and inductances 
then we can look now the stator terminals as being shorted. Therefore, values 
of dv , qv and 0v   of the vector v  are zero.  In so doing, (9) can now be rewritten 
as         
   ffcomcomcom E eiRLΩiL  p        (12) 
where   tf 0001000e , and  
comR  and  comL  are made up basically of R  
and L  respectively with the following elements adjusted: 
f
ss
com
s RRR  and
f
ss
com
s LLL   for 0,, qds  . 
By rearrangement, (12) can be put into the following standard state space form 
 uiAi p  (13) 
where 
    comcomcom RLΩLA  -1   (14) 
and  
   ffcom E eL u
-1
  (15) 
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Matrix A being time invariant, so (13) is solvable in a closed form.  
2.3 Solution in Closed Form 
In [13], Kundur presented a procedure based on closed form solution for 
calculating zero input, 0 u  , response of (13). 
 Below, the procedure is extended to a constant non-zero input response.  
Diagonalize A using orthogonal transformation 
 VAVΛ  1  (16)  
where  7654321 ,,,,,, DiagΛ  is the diagonal matrix of eigenvalues 
and V  is the matrix of eigenvectors. 
Using (16) substitute A from (13) to get  
 uiVΛVi  1p  (17) 
By rearrangement, (17) can be written as a system of decoupled equations  
 vzΛz p  (18) 
where iVz
1  is the vector of the modal currents and uVv 1  is the constant 
modal forcing vector. 
The solution of each modal current of (18) is [14] 
  titii ii ezeztz    1)()0()(  (19) 
where )0(iz  and )(iz  are its initial and steady state values. 
By inverse transformation, we get the dq currents: 
 



 
n
i
t
ii
n
i
t
ii
ii edect
11
)1()(
 VVi  (20)  
where:  iV is the column i of the matrix V  
 )0()0( iW  iii zc  (21) 
  )()(  iWiii zd  (22) 
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and  iW  is the row i of  the inverse of matrix V : 
 1VW   (23) 
3 The Numerical Tests  
3.1 Symmetrical Three Phase Short Circuit of Unloaded 
Generator [15] 
In case of an unloaded generator, initially all winding currents are zero except 
the field.  
  tfoi 000000)0( i  (24) 
where    
 afqofo Lvi /  (25)  
At the steady state all stator and rotor windings are shorted except the field. 
  tfE 000000)( v  (26) 
 where   
  ffof
RiE 
 (27) 
At equilibrium 0i p , so (13) will become 
   0 uiA              (28)                                  
from which the steady state currents can then be derived 
      )()( 11   vLAi com      (29) 
As an illustration, we compare ATP simulation with CS simulation. In Table 1 
we present the synchronous machine parameters. Those resistances and 
inductances are the result of conversion of the standard synchronous machine 
test data [12] by ATP. In ATP library, the standard synchronous machine is the 
default. By examining Figure 1, we see that the ATP and CS simulations are 
practically similar at early cycles. In enlarged drawing in Figure 2, we see 
deviation in fact begins to creep at later cycles.  Time step of the ATP is set to 
1 seconds. Larger time steps that produce larger deviations are also tried and 
for clarity reason the results are not shown. 
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Table 1 Synchronous machine data 
3708.08496.900.240
312.52078.573331.10
6471.27488.043.22810.6024
877.1064.652589.613300.340
1728.076.604476.604450.6176
fqah
kogkd
goagfh
hkgaf
aakhf
RLL
RRLL
RLLL
RLLL
RLLL
                           
   Note: All inductance values are in Ohm, evaluated at 60 Hz. 
Machine ratings: 100 MVA, 24 kV.  
Terminal voltage: 19.6 kV ( maximum line to neutral) 
Fault data:
 576.0fq
f
d RR  and 
 152.1fq
f
d LL   
Neglecting the mechanical dynamic, we set the frequency constant at its rating.  
 
Figure 1 Short circuit on unloaded generator. 
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Figure 2 Zoomed Peaks of last cycle. 
3.2 Symmetrical Three Phase Short Circuit of Loaded Generator 
[15] 
Assuming the terminal voltages as: 
 
 
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c
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a
     (30) 
Defining 
   t  (31) 
Therefore, d- and q-axis components of the terminal voltages can be calculated 
as  
 sinVvdo   and  cosVvqo   (32) 
At initial steady state, 0 kogoho iii , then from (1) we have: 
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Using relation (2), we substitute do  and qo  from (33)  
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From (34) we conclude 
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  (35)     
The initial current condition is then: 
   tfoqodo iii 0000)0( i  (36)  
At the steady state, the condition is the same as in the unloaded generator.  
In Figure 3, we see the short circuit transient in phase a as calculated by ATP 
and CS with the generator being loaded initially to have an angle δ = -20º. We 
find the same situation as in the unloaded case; the two curves are almost 
indistinguishable at early cycles and slowly deviating from one another only in 
later cycles.  
 
Figure 3 Short circuit on loaded generator. 
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4 Discussion 
With regard to speed, accuracy and stability, closed form solution methodology 
has of course overwhelming superiority over discretization based method. 
However, there is still restriction on its general application because of yet 
unsolved problems such as nonlinearity and unbalanced conditions. Of course, 
nonlinearity denies the application of the superposition principle at its very 
base. However, like nonlinearity in other problems, space for creativity is 
always open. An efficient way to incorporate nonlinearity into the superposition 
based algorithm will be much expected. We leave it as a topic of future 
research. Likewise, unbalanced condition is another constraint to the application 
of superposition principle. The fault and machine composition will no longer be 
trivial as in balanced fault. In dq domain the resistance and inductance matrices 
of the fault are no longer diagonal. Even worse it becomes time-variant.  Quite 
likely, resolution of those problems within comparable efficiency will determine 
the acceptance of the proposed methodology as a general short circuit transients 
analysis tools in EMTP society.   
Application of the method to short circuit simulation in large multi-machines 
power system is of course very much expected. The success of this enterprise 
will provide a more accurate evaluation tool than the existing static 
methodology as stipulated in various standards like ANSI/IEEE or IEC, or more 
efficient than the discretization based EMTP. Results on this will be reported in 
companion paper. 
5 Conclusion 
The closed form solution of the short circuit transients in synchronous machine 
has been derived. The simulations using CS and ATP are compared and the 
ATP result is closer to the CS result as the time step becomes smaller. This fact 
shows that the CS result is the limit a discretization based method can 
ultimately achieve.  
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